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Ãayú' náhíõ'zûs.

[ãa.yú' ná.híõ'.zûs]

"You turn it the other way."

Note: [õ'] is a high tone, glottalized nasal

"You reverse it the other way."

consonant.

Note: náhíõ'zûs refers to "reversing a cloth-like

ãayú' [ãa.yú'] "the other way instead" (particle)

object by hand."

náhíõ'zûs [ná.híõ'.zûs] "you reverse it, you turn
it inside out" (reversing a cloth-like object by

Note: Depending on context, this verb may mean,

hand) (2nd person singular, imperfective mode,

"you turn it inside out" or "you turn it right side

transitive verb)

out" (by hand).

ná- "back, reverse" (verb prefix)
hi- (?)

Note: A speaker would say this to one person.
'Áda'natsi.

['á.da'.na.tsi]

(or)

(or)

Gháda'natsi.

[ghá.da'.na.tsi]

"You>2 did punch a hole through it (a cloth-like
object using a sharp instrument)."

'áda'natsi ['á.da'.na.tsi] (or) gháda'natsi

"You>2 punched a hole through it (a cloth-like

[ghá.da'.na.tsi] "you>2 did punch a hole through a

object using a sharp instrument)."

cloth-like object using a sharp instrument, you>2
punched a hole through a cloth-like object using a

Note: This verb refers to punching or poking

sharp instrument" (2nd person plural, ni-perfective

through a paper-like or cloth-like object using a

mode, transitive verb)

sharp instrument held in the hand. In this case, the

'á- (or) ghá- "through, piercing through" (verb

sharp instrument such as a needle is not thrown or

prefix)

launched.

-'- (?)
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daa- (reduced to da-) "more than two"
(distributive plural prefix)
'Á'jíãt'é.

['á'.jíã.t'é]

(or)

(or)

Ghá'jíãt'é.

[ghá'.jíã.t'é]

"One is threading it."
"One is going to thread it."

'á'jíãt'é ['á'.jíã.t'é] (or) ghá'jíãt'é [ghá'.jíã.t'é]
"one is threading it, one is going to thread it, one

Note: This verb stem refers to "pushing a thread-

is going to push it through" (referring to a long,

like object through" -- a rope-like object -- a long

flexible rope-like object) (3a person, imperfective

and flexible object.

mode, transitive verb)
'á- (or) ghá- "through, piercing through" (verb
prefix)
-'- (?)
ji- "one" (3a person pronoun deictic subject
prefix)

'Á'natsi.

['á'.na.tsi]

(or)

(or)

Ghá'natsi.

[ghá'.na.tsi]

"You2 did punch a hole through a cloth-like object
using a sharp instrument."

'á'natsi ['á'.na.tsi] (or) ghá'natsi [ghá'.na.tsi]

"You2 punched a hole through a cloth-like object

"you2 did punch a hole through a cloth-like object

using a sharp instrument."

using a sharp instrument, you2 punched a hole
through a cloth-like object using a sharp

Note: This verb refers to punching or poking

instrument" (2nd person dual, ni-perfective mode,

through a cloth-like or paper-like object using a

transitive verb)

sharp instrument held in the hand. In this case, the

'á- (or) ghá- "through, piercing through" (verb
prefix)
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sharp instrument such as a needle is not thrown or

-'- (?)

launched.
'Á'níãt'i.

['á.níã.t'i]

(or)

(or)

Ghá'níãt'i.

[ghá'.níã.t'i]

"I did thread it."
"I threaded it."

'áníãt'i ['á.níã.t'i] (or) ghá'níãt'i [ghá'.níã.t'i] "I
did thread it, I threaded it, I did push it through"

Note: This verb stem refers to "pushing a thread-

(referring to a long, flexible rope-like object) (1st

like object through" -- a rope-like object -- a long

person singular, perfective mode, transitive verb)

and flexible object.

'á- (or) ghá- "through, piercing through" (verb
prefix)
-'- (?)

'Á'nítsi.

['á'.ní.tsi]

(or)

(or)

Ghá'nítsi.

[ghá'.ní.tsi]

"I did punch a hole through a cloth-like object
using a sharp instrument."

'á'nítsi ['á'.ní.tsi] (or) ghá'nítsi [ghá'.ní.tsi] "I

"I punched a hole through a cloth-like object

did punch a hole through a cloth-like object using

using a sharp instrument."

a sharp instrument, I punched a hole through a
cloth-like object using a sharp instrument" (1st

Note: This verb refers to punching or poking

person singular, ni-perfective mode, transitive

through a cloth-like object using a sharp

verb)

instrument held in the hand. In this case, the sharp

'á- (or) ghá- "through, piercing through" (verb

instrument such as a needle is not thrown or

prefix)

launched.

-'- (?)

'Á'nsht'é.

['á'.nsh.t'é]

(or)

(or)
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Ghá'nsht'é.

[ghá'.nsh.t'é]

"I am threading it."

Note: The second syllable is [nsh]. [n] is a low

"I am going to thread it."

tone syllabic nasal consonant. This syllable does
not have a vowel.

Note: This verb stem refers to "pushing a threadlike object through" -- a rope-like object -- a long

'á'nsht'é ['á'.nsh.t'é] (or) ghá'nsht'é]

and flexible object.

[ghá'.nsh.t'é] "I am threading it, I am going to
thread, I am going to push it through" (referring to
a long, flexible rope-like object) (1st person
singular, imperfective mode, transitive verb)
'á- (or) ghá- "through, piercing through" (verb
prefix)
-'- (?)

'Á'nstsé.

['á'.ns.tsé]

(or)

(or)

Ghá'nstsé.

[ghá'.ns.tsé]

"I am going to punch a hole through a cloth-like
object using a sharp instrument."

'á'nstsé ['á'.ns.tsé] (or) ghá'nstsé [ghá'.ns.tsé] "I

"I am punching a hole through a cloth-like object

am going to punch a hole through a cloth-like

using a sharp instrument."

object using a sharp instrument, I am punching a
hole through a cloth-like object using a sharp

Note: This verb refers to punching or poking

instrument." (1st person singular, ni-imperfective

through an object using a sharp instrument held in

mode, transitive verb)

the hand. In this case, the sharp instrument such

'á- (or) ghá- "through, piercing through" (verb

as a needle is not thrown or launched.

prefix)
-'- (?)

'Á'n'tsi.

['á'.n'.tsi]

(or)

(or)
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Ghá'n'tsi.

[ghá'.n'.tsi]

"We2 did punch a hole through a cloth-like object

Note: [n'] is a low tone, glottalized nasal

using a sharp instrument."

consonant.

"We2 punched a hole through a cloth-like object
using a sharp instrument."

'á'n'tsi (or) ghá'n'tsi "we2 did punch a hole
through a cloth-like object using a sharp

Note: This verb refers to punching or poking

instrument, we2 punched a hole through a cloth-

through an object using a sharp instrument held in

like object using a sharp instrument" (1st person

the hand. In this case, the sharp instrument such

dual, ni-perfective mode, transitive verb)

as a needle is not thrown or launched.

'á- (or) ghá- "through, piercing through" (verb
prefix)
-'- (?)

'Á'õãt'é.

['á'.õã.t'é]

(or)

(or)

Ghá'õãt'é.

[ghá'.õã.t'é]

"You thread it."

Note: The second syllable is [õã]. [õ] is a high

"You are threading it."

tone syllabic nasal consonant. This syllable does
not have a vowel.

Note: This verb stem refers to "pushing a threadlike object through" -- a rope-like object -- a long

'á'õãt'é ['á'.õã.t'é] (or) ghá'õãt'é [ghá'.õã.t'é]

and flexible object.

"you thread it, you are threading it" (referring to a
long, flexible rope-like object) (2nd person

Note: A speaker would say this to one person

singular, imperfective mode, transitive verb)
'á- (or) ghá- "through, piercing through" (verb
prefix)
-'- (?)

'Á'õnãt'i.

['á'õnã.t'i]

(or)

(or)
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Ghá'õnãt'i.

[ghá'.õnã.t'i]

"You did thread it."

Note: The second syllable is [õnã]. [õn] is a long

"You threaded it."

syllabic nasal consonant with falling tone. This
syllable does not have a vowel.

Note: This verb stem refers to "pushing a threadlike object through" -- a rope-like object -- a long

'á'õnãt'i ['á'õnã.t'i] (or) ghá'õnãt'i [ghá'.õnã.t'i]

and flexible object.

"you did thread it, you threaded it, you did push it
through" (referring to a long, flexible rope-like

Note: A speaker would say this to one person.

object) (2nd person singular, perfective mode,
transitive verb)
'á- (or) ghá- "through, piercing through" (verb
prefix)
-'- (?)

'Á'õntsi.

['á'.õn.tsi]

(or)

(or)

Ghá'õntsi.

[ghá'.õntsi]

"You did punch a hole through a cloth-like object

Note: The second syllable is a long, syllabic nasal

using a sharp instrument."

consonant with falling tone; the first part of this

"You punched a hole through a cloth-like object

consonant has high tone [õ] and the second part

using a sharp instrument."

has low tone [n].

Note: This verb refers to punching or poking

'á'õntsi ['á'.õn.tsi] (or) ghá'õntsi [ghá'.õntsi]

through a cloth-like or paper-like object using a

"you did punch a hole through a cloth-like object

sharp instrument held in the hand. In this case, the

using a sharp instrument, you punched a hole

sharp instrument such as a needle is not thrown or

through a cloth-like object using a sharp

launched.

instrument" (2nd person singular, ni-perfective
mode, transitive verb)

Note: A speaker would say this to one person.
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'á- (or) ghá- "through, piercing through" (verb
prefix)
-'- (?)
'Á'õtsé.

['á'.õ.tsé]

(or)

(or)

Ghá'õtsé.

[ghá'.õ.tsé]

"You punch a hole through a cloth-like object

Note: [õ] is a high tone syllabic nasal consonant.

using a sharp instrument."

The second syllable of this word does not have a

"You are punching a hole through a cloth-like

vowel.

object using a sharp instrument."
'á'õtsé ['á'.õ.tsé] (or) ghá'õtsé [ghá'.õ.tsé "you
Note: A speaker would say this to one person.

punch a hole through a cloth-like object using a
sharp instrument, you are punching a hole through

Note: This verb refers to punching or poking

through a cloth-like object using a sharp

through a cloth-like or paper-like object using a

instrument," (2nd person singular, ni-imperfective

sharp instrument held in the hand. In this case, the

mode, transitive verb)

sharp instrument such as a needle is not thrown or

'á- (or) ghá- "through, piercing through" (verb

launched.

prefix)
-'- (?)

'Á'yíãt'é.

['á'.yíã.t'é]

(or)

(or)

Ghá'yíãt'é.

[ghá'.yíã.t'é]

"He/she is threading it."
"He/she is going to thread it."

'á'yíãt'é ['á'.yíã.t'é] (or) ghá'yíãt'é [ghá'.yíã.t'é]
"he/she is threading it, he/she is going to thread it,
he/she is going to push it through" (referring to a
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Note: This verb stem refers to "pushing a thread-

long, flexible rope-like object) (3rd person,

like object through" -- a rope-like object -- a long

imperfective mode, transitive verb)

and flexible object.

'á- (or) ghá- "through, piercing through" (verb
prefix)
-'- (?)
yi- "him/her/it" (3rd person pronoun object prefix)

'Á'yíõãt'i.

['á'.yíõã.t'i]

(or)

(or)

Ghá'yíõãt'i.

[ghá'.yíõã.t'i]

"He/she did thread it."
"He/she threaded it."

'á'yíõãt'i ['á'.yíõã.t'i] (or) ghá'yíõãt'i
[ghá'.yíõã.t'i] "he/she did thread it, he/she

Note: This verb stem refers to "pushing a thread-

threaded it, he/she did push it through" (referring

like object through" -- a rope-like object -- a long

to a long, flexible rope-like object) (3rd person,

and flexible object.

perfective mode, transitive verb)
'á- (or) ghá- "through, piercing through" (verb
prefix)
-'- (?)
yi- "him/her/it" (3rd person pronoun object prefix)

'Á'yíõtsi.

['á'.yíõ.tsi]

(or)

(or)

Ghá'yíõtsi.

[ghá'.yíõ.tsi]

"He/she did punch a hole through a cloth-like
object using a sharp instrument."

'á'yíõtsi ['á'.yíõ.tsi] (or) ghá'yíõtsi [ghá'.yíõ.tsi]

"He/she punched a hole through a cloth-like

"he/she did punch a hole through a cloth-like

object using a sharp instrument."

object using a sharp instrument, he/she punched a
hole through a cloth-like object using a sharp
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Note: This verb refers to punching or poking

instrument" (3rd person, ni-perfective mode,

through a cloth-like or paper-like object using a

transitive verb)

sharp instrument held in the hand. In this case, the

'á- (or) ghá- "through, piercing through" (verb

sharp instrument such as a needle is not thrown or

prefix)

launched.

-'- (?)
yi- "him/her/it" (3rd person pronoun object prefix)

Badahuushtîã.

[ba.da.huush.tîã]

"I usually put it up on him/her/it." (referring to a

Note: The long vowel [uu] is not "creaky" at all.

long and rigid, stick-like object)
"I am putting it up on him/her/it." (referring to a

badahuushtîã [ba.da.huush.tîã] "I usually put it

long and rigid, stick-like object)

up on him/her/it, I usually hang it on him/her/it, I
am hanging it on him/her/it" (referring to a long

Note: badahuushtîã could be said when putting

and rigid, stick-like object) (1st person singular,

something on top of a shelf.

progressive mode or usitative mode, transitive
verb)
ba- "on him/her/it" (postposition)
bi- "him/her/it" (3rd person pronoun object prefix)
Note: When a pronoun object prefix such as bi- is
added to a postposition that begins with a vowel,
the -i- is dropped.
-a- "on" (postposition prefix)
da- "up, elevated, up on" (verb prefix)

Badahúútîã.

[ba.da.húú.tîã]

"You usually put it up on him/her/it." (referring to

Note: The long vowel [úú] is not "creaky" at all.

a long and rigid, stick-like object)
"You are putting it up on him/her/it." (referring to

badahúútîã [ba.da.húú.tîã] "you usually put it up

a long and rigid, stick-like object)

on him/her/it, you usually hang it on him/her/it,
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"You usually hang it up on him/her/it." (referring

you are hanging it on him/her/it" (referring to a

to a long and rigid, stick-like object)

long and rigid, stick-like object) (2nd person
singular, progressive mode or usitative mode,

Note: A speaker would say this to one person.

transitive verb)
ba- "on him/her/it" (postposition)

Note: badahúútîã. could be said for putting

bi- "him/her/it" (3rd person pronoun object prefix)

something on top of a shelf.

Note: When a pronoun object prefix such as bi- is
added to a postposition that begins with a vowel,
the -i- is dropped.
-a- "on" (postposition prefix)
da- "up, elevated, up on" (verb prefix)

Badasíntâ.

[ba.da.sín.tâ]

"You did put it up on him/her/it." (referring to a

Note: The combination [sín] has falling tone; [í]

long and rigid, stick-like object)

is high tone and [n] is low tone.

"You did hang it up on him/her/it." (referring to a

Note: [â] is a high tone nasal vowel.

long and rigid, stick-like object)
badasíntâ [ba.da.sín.tâ] "you did put it up on
Note: A speaker would say this to one person.

him/her/it, you did hang it on him/her/it"
(referring to a long and rigid, stick-like object)
(2nd person singular, si-perfective mode, transitive
verb)
ba- "on him/her/it" (postposition)
bi- "him/her/it" (3rd person pronoun object prefix)
Note: When a pronoun object prefix such as bi- is
added to a postposition that begins with a vowel,
the -i- is dropped.
-a- "on" (postposition prefix)
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da- "up, elevated, up on" (verb prefix)
Badasistìì'.

[ba.da.sis.tìì']

"I am going to put it up on him/her/it." (referring

Note: The long nasal vowel [ìì] is "creaky" prior

to a long and rigid, stick-like object)

to the glottal stop ['].

"I am putting it up on him/her/it." (referring to a
long and rigid, stick-like object)

badasistìì' [ba.da.sis.tìì'] "I am going to put it up

"I am going to hang it up on him/her/it." (referring

on him/her/it, I am going to hang it up on

to a long and rigid, stick-like object)

him/her/it" (referring to a long and rigid, stick-like
object) (1st person, si-imperfective mode,
transitive verb)
ba- "on him/her/it" (postposition)
bi- "him/her/it" (3rd person pronoun object prefix)
Note: When a pronoun object prefix such as bi- is
added to a postposition that begins with a vowel,
the -i- is dropped.
-a- "on" (postposition prefix)
da- "up, elevated, up on" (verb prefix)

Badasítâ.

[ba.da.sí.tâ]

"I put it up on him/her/it." (referring to a long and
rigid, stick-like object)

badasítâ [ba.da.sí.tâ] I did put it up on him/her/it,

"I did put it up on him/her/it." (referring to a long

I hung it on it, I did hang it on it" (referring to a

and rigid, stick-like object)

long and rigid, stick-like object) (1st person, si-

"I did hang it on him/her/it." (referring to a long

perfective, transitive verb)

and rigid, stick-like object)

ba- "on him/her/it" (postposition)
bi- "him/her/it" (3rd person pronoun object prefix)
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Note: When a pronoun object prefix such as bi- is
added to a postposition that begins with a vowel,
the -i- is dropped.
-a- "on" (postposition prefix)
da- "up, elevated, up on" (verb prefix)
Badasítìì'.

[ba.da.sí.tìì']

"You put it up on him/her/it." (referring to a long

Note: The long nasal vowel [ìì] is "creaky" prior

and rigid, stick-like object)

to the glottal stop ['].

"You are putting it up on him/her/it." (referring to
a long and rigid, stick-like object)

badasítìì' [ba.da.sí.tìì'] "you put it up on

"You hang it on him/her/it." (referring to a long

him/her/it, you hang it on him/her/it, you are

and rigid, stick-like object)

hanging it on him/her/it" (referring to a long and
rigid, stick-like object) (2nd person, si-

Note: A speaker would say this to one person.

imperfective mode, transitive verb)
ba- "on him/her/it" (postposition)
bi- "him/her/it" (3rd person pronoun object prefix)
Note: When a pronoun object prefix such as bi- is
added to a postposition that begins with a vowel,
the -i- is dropped.
-a- "on" (postposition prefix)
da- "up, elevated, up on" (verb prefix)

be'ãédidiã-í

[be'.ãé.di.diã.ãí]

(or)

(or)

be'iãédidiã-í

[be.'i.ãé.di.diã.ãí]

"scissors"
(noun)

Note: be'iãédidiã-í refers to the two scissor blades
that hit against each other.
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bee "by means of him/her/it, with him/her/it"
(postposition)
bi- (b-) "him/her/it" (3rd person pronoun object
prefix)
-ee- "by means of, with" (postposition stem)
'iãédidiã ['i.ãé.di.diã] "they2 keep hitting each
other, they2 are hitting each other" (referring to
two objects) (3rd person dual, imperfective mode,
intransitive verb)
'iãé- "against each other" (postposition)
'iã- "each other" (reciprocal pronoun object prefix)
-é- "against, joining, contacting" (postposition
stem or prefix)
di- (?)
-í (or) -'í "the, the one that" (an enclitic that
sometimes changes a verb into a noun) (definite or
relative enclitic)
Note: A person might say 'iãédidiã about two keys
that are jingling against each other.

Note: Compare to
'iãéõdidá ['i.ãéõ.di.dá] "they>2 keep hitting each
other, they>2 are hitting each other (referring to
three or more objects) (3rd person plural,
imperfective mode, intransitive verb)
'iãé- "against each other" (postposition)
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'iã- "each other" (reciprocal pronoun object prefix)
-é- "against, joining, contacting" (postposition
stem or prefix)
Note: A person might say 'iãéõdidá about three
keys that are jingling against each other.
Be'á'õtsé.

[be.'á.'õ.tsé]

"With it you punch a hole through it."

Note: [õ] is a high tone syllabic nasal consonant.

"By means of it, you punch a hole through it."
be'á'õtsé [be.'á.'õ.tsé] "with it you punch a hole
Note: This verb refers to punching or poking

through it, by means of it, you punch a hole

through an object using a sharp instrument held in

through it" (2nd person singular, ni-imperfective

the hand. In this case, the sharp instrument such

mode, transitive verb)

as a needle is not thrown or launched.

bee- (reduced to be-) "by means of him/her/it,
with him/her/it" (postposition)
bi- (reduced to b-) "him/her/it" (3rd person
pronoun object prefix)
-ee- (reduced to -e-) "by means of, with"
(postposition stem or prefix)
'á- "through, piercing through" (verb prefix)
'i- (?)

bee ná'dziãtã'is-í

[bee ná'.dziã.tã'is.sí]

(or)

(or)

bee ná'dziãtã'is-'í

[bee ná'.dziã.tã'is.'í]

"iron" (meaning, the iron with which people press
clothing)

bee "by means of him/her/it, with him/her/it"

(noun)

(postposition)
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Note: bee ná'dziãtã'is-í literally means, "that by

bi- (b-) "him/her/it" (3rd person pronoun object

means of which one irons."

prefix)
-ee "by means of, with" (postposition stem)
Note: When a pronoun prefix such as bi- is added
to a postposition such as -ee that begins with a
vowel, the -i- is dropped.
ná'dziãtã'is [ná'.dziã.tã'is] "one is ironing" (3a
person, imperfective mode, transitive verb)
dzi- (an alternant of ji-) "one" (3a person pronoun
deictic subject prefix)
ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).
'i- (3i person indefinite pronoun object prefix) (?)
-í (or) -'í "the, the one that" (an enclitic that
sometimes changes a verb into a noun) (definite or
relative enclitic)

bee ná'jiãka-'í

[bee ná'.jiã.ka.'í]

"sewing machine"
bee "by means of him/her/it, with him/her/it"
Note: bee ná'jiãka'í literally means, "that with

(postposition)

which one sews."

bi- (b-) "him/her/it" (3rd person pronoun object
prefix)
-ee "by means of, with" (postposition stem)
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Note: When a pronoun prefix such as bi- is added
to a postposition such as -ee that begins with a
vowel, the -i- is dropped.
ná'jiãka [ná'.jiã.ka] "one sews" (3a person,
imperfective mode, transitive verb)
ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).
'i- (3i person indefinite pronoun object prefix) (?)
ji- "one" (3a person pronoun deictic subject
prefix)
-í (or) -'í "the, the one that" (an enclitic that
sometimes changes a verb into a noun) (definite or
relative enclitic)
Be'iãédidiã-í du biã naanúútas-da.

[be'.ãé.di.diã.ãí du biã na.núú.tas.da]

"You do not run with scissors."
be'iãédidiã-í "scissors" (noun)
Note: A speaker would say this to one person.

bee "by means of him/her/it, with him/her/it"
(postposition)
bi- (b-) "him/her/it" (3rd person pronoun object
prefix)
-ee- "by means of, with" (postposition stem)
'iãédidiã ['i.ãé.di.diã] "they2 keep hitting each
other, they2 are hitting each other" (referring to
two objects) (3rd person dual, imperfective mode,
intransitive verb)
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'iãé- "against each other" (postposition)
'iã- "each other" (reciprocal pronoun object prefix)
-é- "against, joining, contacting" (postposition
stem or prefix)
di- (?)
-í (or) -'í "the, the one that" (an enclitic that
sometimes changes a verb into a noun) (definite or
relative enclitic)
Note: be'iãédidiã-í [be'.ãé.di.diã.ãí] refers to the
two scissor blades that hit against each other.
Note: A person might say 'iãédidiã about two keys
that are jingling against each other.

Note: Compare to
'iãéõdidá ['i.ãéõ.di.dá] "they>2 keep hitting each
other, they>2 are hitting each other (referring to
three or more objects) (3rd person plural,
imperfective mode, intransitive verb)
Note: A person might say 'iãéõdidá about three
keys that are jingling against each other.
du- ... -da (or) duu- ... -da "no, not" (clitic, a
combination of a proclitic and an enclitic)
naanúútas [naa.núú.tas] "you are running
around, you run around" (2nd person singular,
progressive mode, intransitive verb)
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naaná- (reduced to naan-) "around, here and
there" (verb prefix) (the final -á- of naaná- is
"absorbed by [úú].)
Be'ishtã'û.

[be.'ish.tã'û]

"I am going to tie him/her/it."
"I am tying him/her/it up."

be'ishtã'û [be.'ish.tã'û] "I am going to tie
him/her/it, I am tying him/her/it" (1st person
singular, imperfective mode, transitive verb)
bee- "against him/her/it" (postposition) (?)
bi- "him/her/it" (3rd person pronoun object prefix)
-ee- "against, joining, contacting" (postposition
stem or prefix)
'i- (?)

Be'ítã'û.

[be.'í.tã'û]

"You tie him/her/it."
"You are tying him/her."

be'ítã'û [be.'í.tã'û] "you tie him/her/it against
him/her/it" (2nd person singular, imperfective

Note: A speaker would say this to one person.

mode, transitive verb)
bee- "against him/her/it" (postposition) (?)
bi- "him/her/it" (3rd person pronoun object prefix)
-ee- "against, joining, contacting" (postposition
stem or prefix)
Note: when bi- is added to a postposition such as
-ee- that begins with a vowel, the -i- is dropped.
Note: bee- becomes be- prior to the glottal stop
['].
'i- (?)
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Bénáãtã'û.

[bé.náã.tã'û]

"You sew it on."
"You are sewing it on."

bénáãtã'û [bé.náã.tã'û] "you sew it on" (2nd person
singular, imperfective mode, transitive verb)

Note: A speaker would say this to one person.

bé- "against him/her/it" (postposition)
bi- (reduced to b-) "him/her/it" (3rd person
pronoun object prefix)
-é- "against, joining, contacting" (postposition
prefix)
ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).

Bénádzii'stã'û.

[bé.ná.dzii's.tã'û]

"One patched it."

Note: The long vowel [ii] is "creaky" during the

"One did patch it."

last half of its pronunciation. We indicate such
"creakiness" by inserting a glottal stop following
the vowel and prior to [s].
bénádzii'stã'û [bé.náã.tã'û] "one patched it, one
did patch it" (3a person, si-perfective mode,
transitive verb)
bé- "against him/her/it" (postposition)
bi- (reduced to b-) "him/her/it" (3rd person
pronoun object prefix)
-é- "against, joining, contacting" (postposition
prefix)
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ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).
'i- (?)
dzi- "one" (an alternant of ji-) (3a person pronoun
deictic subject prefix)
Béná'íãtã'û.

[bé.ná.'íã.tã'û]

"You patch it."
"You are patching it."

béná'íãtã'û [bé.ná.'íã.tã'û] "you patch it" (2nd
person singular, imperfective mode, transitive

Note: A speaker would say this to one person.

verb)
bé- "against him/her/it" (postposition)
bi- (reduced to b-) "him/her/it" (3rd person
pronoun object prefix)
-é- "against, joining, contacting" (postposition
prefix)
ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).
'i- (?)

Béná'ishtã'û.

[bé.ná.'ish.tã'û]

"I am going to patch it."
"I am patching it."

béná'ishtã'û [bé.ná.'ish.tã'û] "I am going to patch
it" (1st person singular, imperfective mode,
transitive verb)
bé- "against him/her/it" (postposition)
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bi- (reduced to b-) "him/her/it" (3rd person
pronoun object prefix)
-é- "against, joining, contacting" (postposition
prefix)
ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).
'i- (?)
Béná'síãtã'û.

[bé.ná'.síã.tã'û]

"I patched it."
"I did patch it."

béná'siãtã'û [bé.ná'.síã.tã'û] "I patched it, I did
patch it" (1st person singular, si-perfective mode,
transitive verb)
bé- "against him/her/it" (postposition)
bi- (reduced to b-) "him/her/it" (3rd person
pronoun object prefix)
-é- "against, joining, contacting" (postposition
prefix)
ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).
'i- (?)

Béná'sínãtã'û.
"You patched it."
"You did patch it."

[bé.ná'.sínã.tã'û]
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Note: A speaker would say this to one person.

Note: In the syllable [sínã], the combination [ín]
has falling tone; [í] is high tone and [n] is low
tone.
béná'sínãtã'û [bé.ná'.sínã.tã'û] "you patched it,
you did patch it" (2nd person singular, si-perfective
mode, transitive verb)
bé- "against him/her/it" (postposition)
bi- (reduced to b-) "him/her/it" (3rd person
pronoun object prefix)
-é- "against, joining, contacting" (postposition
prefix)
ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).
'i- (?)

Bé'nééã'àà'.

[bé'.nééã.'àà']

"I measured him/her/it."

Note: The long, high tone vowel [éé] is not

"I did measure him/her/it."

"creaky" at all.
bé'nééã'àà' [bé'.nééã.'àà'] "I measured him/her/it,
I did measure him/her/it" (1st person singular, siperfective mode, intransitive verb)
bé- "against him/her/it" (postposition)
bi- (reduced to b-) "him/her/it" (3rd person
pronoun object prefix)
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-é- "against, joining, contacting" (postposition
prefix)
'i- (3i person indefinite pronoun object prefix) (?)
Note: Here is an example sentence:
Naa'ãtsuuzí bé'nééã'àà'. [naa'ã.tsuuz.zí
bé'.nééã.'àà']
"I measured the paper."
"I did measure the paper."
Bé'nee'sh'àà'.

[bé'.nee'sh.'àà']

"I am going to measure him/her/it."

Note: The long vowel [ee] is "creaky" during the
last half of its pronunciation prior to [sh]. We
mark such "creakiness" by inserting a glottal stop
['] following the vowel and prior to [sh].

bé'nee'sh'àà' [bé'.nee'sh.'àà'] "I am going to
measure it" (1st person singular, imperfective
mode, intransitive verb)
bé- "against him/her/it" (postposition)
bi- (reduced to b-) "him/her/it" (3rd person
pronoun object prefix)
-é- "against, joining, contacting" (postposition
prefix)
'i- (3i person indefinite pronoun object prefix) (?)

Note: Compare bé'nee'sh'àà' to the following
words:
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shé'nen'ã'àà' [shé'.nen'ã.'àà'] ([n'] is a low tone
glottalized nasal consonant)
"you measure me"
shé'nee'ã'àà' [shé'.nee'ã.'àà']
"he/she is going to measure me"
Bé'nen'ã'àà'.

[bé'.nen'ã.'àà']

"You measure him/her/it."

Note: [n'] is a low tone glottalized nasal
consonant. It sounds "creaky."

Note: A speaker would say this to one person.
bé'nen'ã'àà' [bé'.nen'ã.'àà'] "you measure
him/her/it" (2nd person singular, imperfective
mode, intransitive verb)
bé- "against him/her/it" (postposition)
bi- (reduced to b-) "him/her/it" (3rd person
pronoun object prefix)
-é- "against, joining, contacting" (postposition
prefix)
'i- (3i person indefinite pronoun object prefix) (?)
Note: Compare the following two words:
bé'nenã'àà' [bé'.nenã.'àà'] "you measure
him/her/it"
bé'nénã'àà' [bé'.nénã.'àà'] "you measured
him/her/it"
The only difference between these two words are
the tones of [é] and [e] in the second syllables.
Bé'nénã'àà'.

[bé'.nénã.'àà']
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"You measured him/her/it."

Note: In the second syllable [nénã], the

"You did measure him/her/it."

combination [én] has falling tone; [é] is high tone
and [n] is low tone.

Note: A speaker would say this to one person.
bé'nénã'àà' [bé'.nénã.'àà'] "you measured
him/her/it, you did measure him/her/it" (2nd person
singular, perfective mode, intransitive verb)
bé- "against him/her/it" (postposition)
bi- (reduced to b-) "him/her/it" (3rd person
pronoun object prefix)
-é- "against, joining, contacting" (postposition
prefix)
'i- (3i person indefinite pronoun object prefix) (?)

Note: Compare these two words:
bé'nénã'àà' [bé'.nénã.'àà'] "you measured
him/her/it"
bé'nenã'àà' [bé'.nenã.'àà'] "you measure
him/her/it"
The only difference between these two words are
the tones of [é] and [e] in the second syllables.
bésh bee ná'jiãka-'í

[bésh bee ná'jiã.ka.'í]

"sewing machine"
(noun)

bésh "metal" (noun)
bee "by means of him/her/it, with him/her/it"
(postposition)
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bi- (b-) "him/her/it" (3rd person pronoun object
prefix)
-ee- "by means of, with" (postposition stem)
Note: When a pronoun prefix such as bi- is added
to a postposition such as -ee that begins with a
vowel, the -i- is dropped.
ná'jiãka [ná'.jiã.ka] "one is sewing, one is going
to sew,"(3a person imperfective mode, transitive
verb)
-í (or) -'í "the, the one that" (an enclitic that
sometimes changes a verb into a noun) (definite or
relative enclitic)
biã da'si'â-'í

[biã da'.si.'â.'í]

"button"
biã "with him/her/it, accompanying him/her/it"
Note: biã dasi'â-'í literally means, "that with

(postposition)

which it lies up on."

bi- "him/her/it" (3rd person pronoun object prefix)
-ã "with, accompanying" (postposition stem)
da'si'â [da'.si.'â] "it is located up on" (a solid or
round object, a three-dimensional object) (3rd
person, si-perfective mode, neuter, intransitive
verb)
da- "up, elevated, up on" (verb prefix)
-í (or) -'í "the, the one that" (an enclitic that
sometimes changes a verb into a noun) (definite or
relative enclitic)

Bibàà'shí náshka.

[bi.bàà'.shí násh.ka]
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"I am sewing it on its edge."
"I am going to sew it on its edge."

bibàà'shí [bi.bàà'.shí] (or) bibààshí [bi.bàà.shí]
"on its edge", there on its edge, from the edge of
it" (postposition)
bi- "him/her/it" (3rd person pronoun object prefix)
-bàà' "on the edge, at the edge" (postposition
stem)
-shí "from a place, at a place" (postposition
enclitic)
náshka [násh.ka] "I am sewing it, I am going to
sew it" (1st person singular, imperfective mode,
transitive verb)

Bikéé'gu 'iãch'ââ 'áõ'lá.

[bi.kéé'.gu 'iã.ch'ââ 'áõ'.lá]

"Afterwards, you unfold it."

Note: [õ'] is a high tone, glottalized nasal
consonant.
bikéé'gu [bi.kéé'.gu] after him/her/it, afterwards
instead (postposition)
bi- "him/her/it" (3rd person pronoun object prefix)
-kee' "after" (postposition stem)
-gu "while, when, toward, instead" (subordinate
enclitic)
'iãch'ââ ['iã.ch'ââ] "from each other"
(postposition)
'iã- "each other" (reciprocal pronoun object prefix)
-ch'ââ "from, away from" (postposition stem or
prefix)
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'áõ'lá ['áõ'.lá] "you do so, you make it so" (2nd
person singular, imperfective mode, transitive
verb) ('á-...(? perfective)-lá "to do so")
'á- "thus, so" (verb prefix)
bik'egu nájiãka-'í

[bi.k'e.gu ná.jiã.ka.'í]

"sewing pattern"
bik'egu [bi.k'e.gu] "in the manner of him/her/it,
Note: bik'egu nájiãka-'í literally means, "that by

according to him/her/it" (postposition)

which one sews" or "that under the direction of

-k'e "in the manner of, according to" (postposition

which one sews."

stem)
-gu "while, when, toward, instead" (subordinate
suffix or enclitic)
nájiãka [ná.jiã.ka] "one is sewing it, one is going
to sew it" (3a person, imperfective mode,
transitive verb)
-í (or) -'í "the one that, the thing that" (definite,
topic, and relative enclitic) (This enclitic can
change a verb into a noun.)

Biláta'ee' náshka.

[bi.lá.ta.'ee' násh.ka]

"I am going to sew the top of it."
biláta'ee' [bi.lá.ta'.ee'] "there at the top of it,
there at the end of it", there at the tip of it"
(postposition)
bi- "him/her/it" (3rd person pronoun object prefix)
-láta- "at the tip of, at the end of, at the top of"
(postposition stem)
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-'ee' "at a specific place where, there at a specific
place" (postposition enclitic)
náshka [násh.ka] "I am sewing it, I am going to
sew it" (1st person singular, imperfective mode,
transitive verb)
Bilátashí náshka.

[bi.lá.ta.shí násh.ka]

"I am going to sew at the top."
"I am sewing it at the tip."

bilátashí [bi.lá.ta.shí] "at the top of it, at the end
of it", at the tip of it" (postposition)
bi- "him/her/it" (3rd person pronoun object prefix)
-láta- "at the tip of, at the end of, at the top of"
(postposition stem)
-shí "from a place, at a place" (postposition
enclitic)
náshka [násh.ka] "I am sewing it, I am going to
sew it" (1st person singular, imperfective mode,
transitive verb)

dá'áádéji

[dá.'áá.dé.ji]

"just to there"
"just to exactly there"

dá- "just, only, exactly" (proclitic)
'áádé- (?)
-ji "to a place, toward a place, just up to a place"
(postposition enclitic)

dá'ìì'ji

[dá.'ìì'.ji]

(or)

(or)

dá'in'ji

[dá'in'.ji]

"to exactly this place"
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"to exactly here"

dá- "just, only, exactly" (proclitic)

"just to there"

'ìì'ji ['ìì'.ji] (or) 'in'ji ['in'.ji] "to here, to this

(demonstrative)

place, to this specific place" (demonstrative)
'ìì-'- "here" (demonstrative stem)
-ji "to a place, toward a place, just up to a place"
(postposition enclitic)

Du 'iãé'gha-da.

[du.'i.ãé'.gha.da]

"Those2 are uneven."
"Those2 are not even."

du- ... -da (or) duu- ... -da "no, not" (clitic, a
combination of a proclitic and an enclitic)
'iãé'gha ['i.ãé'.gha] "they2 are the same size"
(referring to two objects) (3rd person dual,
imperfective mode, neuter, intransitive verb)

gadun

[ga.dun]

"ribbon"
(noun)

Note: gadun [ga.dun] is from the Spanish
language.

Guláádn ná'síãka.

[gu.láád.n ná'.síã.ka]

"I sewed many times."

Note: In guládn, [á] is not a nasal vowel.

"I did sew many times."
guláádn [gu.láád.n] "many times" (particle)
gulá- "many" is a combining form of gulâ "many,
there are many."
-dn "times" (enclitic)
ná'síãka [ná'.síã.ka] "I sewed" (1st person
singular, si-perfective mode, transitive verb)
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ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).
'i- (reduced to -'-) (3i person indefinite pronoun
object prefix)
Hinnishgésh.

[hin.nish.gésh]

(or)

(or)

Hinhishgésh.

[hin.hish.gésh]

"I am going to cut it into pieces."
"I am cutting it into pieces."

hinhishgésh [hin.hish.gésh] "I am going to cut it,
I am cutting it" (1st person singular, imperfective

Note: This verb refers to a cutting or slicing

mode, transitive verb)

motion with a knife or scissors, for example.
Some people do not use this verb to refer to
cutting with scissors. For that, they use the theme
-ã-t'aas.
Hndaahee'shgish.

[hn.daa.hee'sh.gish]

"It is cut up into many pieces" (passive verb)

Note: The long vowel [ee] is "creaky" prior to the
[sh]. We mark such "creakiness" by inserting a
glottal stop ['] following the vowel and prior to
[sh].
hndaahee'shgish [hn.daa.hee'sh.gish] "it is cut
up into many pieces" (3rd person, si-perfective
mode, passive verb)
daa- "more than two" (distributive plural prefix)
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Note: Here is an example sentence:
'Ighaa'-í hndaahee'shgish. ['i.ghaa.'í
hn.daa.hee'sh.gish]
"The cloth is cut up into many pieces." (passive)
Hnhee'shgish.

[hn.hee'sh.gish]

"It is cut up." (passive verb)

Note: The long vowel [ee] is "creaky" prior to the
[sh]. We mark such "creakiness" by inserting a
glottal stop ['] following the vowel and prior to
[sh].
hnhee'shgish [hn.hee'sh.gish] "it is cut up" (3rd
person, si-perfective mode, passive verb)

Note: Here is an example sentence:
'Ighaa'-í hnhee'shgish. ['i.ghaa.'í
hn.hee'sh.gish]
"The cloth is cut up." (passive)
Hnhíãgésh.

[hn.híã.gésh]

"You cut him/her/it."

Note: [hn] is a low tone syllabic nasal consonant.

"You are cutting him/her/it."

The first syllable of this word does not have a
vowel.

Note: This verb refers to a cutting or slicing
motion with a knife or scissors, for example.

hnhíãgésh [hn.híã.gésh] "you cut it, you are

Some people do not use this verb to refer to

cutting it" (2nd person singular, imperfective

cutting with scissors. For that, they use the theme

mode, transitive verb)

-ã-t'aas.
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Note: A speaker would say this to one person.
Hnnéãgish.

[hn.néã.gish]

(or)

(or)

Hnhéãgish.

[hn.héã.gish]

"I cut it into pieces."

Note: The first syllable is [hn]. This syllable does

"I did cut it into pieces."

not have a vowel. [hn] is a syllabic nasal
consonant.

Note: This verb refers to a cutting or slicing
motion with a knife or scissors, for example.

hnnéãgish [hn.néã.gish] (or) hnhéãgish

Some people do not use this verb to refer to

[hn.héã.gish] "I cut it into pieces, I did cut it into

cutting with scissors. For that, they use the theme

pieces" (1st person singular, perfective mode,

-ã-t'aas.

transitive verb)
Note: Here are two example sentences:
'Ighaa'-í hnnéãgish. ['i.ghaa.'í hn.néã.gish]
"I cut the cloth into pieces."
'Itsì-'í hnnéãgish. ['i.tsì.'í hn.néã.gish]
"I cut the meat into pieces."

Hnzhû-gu náãka.

[hn.zhû.gu náã.ka]

"You sew it well."

Note: The first syllable is [hn]. This syllable does

"You are sewing it well."

not have a vowel. [hn] is a syllabic nasal
consonant.

Note: A speaker would say this to one person.
hnzhû-gu (or) hnzhû' "in a good way"
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hnzhû [hn.zhû] (or) nzhû [n.zhû] "he/she/it is
good" (3rd person, imperfective mode, neuter,
intransitive verb)
-gu "while, when, toward, instead" (subordinate
enclitic)
náãka [náã.ka] "you sew it, you are sewing it" (2nd
person singular, imperfective mode, transitive
verb)
ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).
Hnzhû-gu nádaa'ãka.

[hn.zhû.gu ná.daa'ã.ka]

"You>2 sew (a certain thing) well."

Note: The first syllable of the first word is [hn].

>2

"You sew it in a good way."

This syllable does not have a vowel. [hn] is a
syllabic nasal consonant.

Note: A speaker would say this to three or more

Note: The long vowel [aa] is "creaky."

people.
hnzhû-gu (or) hnzhû' "in a good way"
hnzhû "he/she/it is good" (3rd person,
imperfective mode, neuter, intransitive verb)
-gu "while, when, toward, instead" (subordinate
enclitic)
nádaa'ãka [ná.daa'ã.ka] "you>2 sew it" (2nd person
plural, imperfective mode, transitive verb)
ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
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might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).
Hnzhûûnú' nádaa'ãka.

[hn.zhûû.nú' ná.daa'ã.ka]

"You>2 are sewing it well."

Note: The first syllable of the first word is [hn].

"You>2 sew it beautifully."

This syllable does not have a vowel. [hn] is a
syllabic nasal consonant.

Note: A speaker would say this to three or more

Note: The long vowel [aa] is "creaky."

people.
hnzhûûnúu [hn.zhûû.núu] (or) hnzhûûnú'
[hn.zhûû.nú'] "in a quiet way, while being still, in
a beautiful way"
Note: People also say hnzhûûné-gu
[hn.zhûû.né.gu]. People also pronounce these
words with an initial [n], rather than an initial
[hn].
-gu "being, while, during" (subordinate enclitic)
nádaa'ãka [ná.daa'ã.ka] "you>2 sew it" (2nd person
plural, imperfective mode, transitive verb)
ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).
daa- "more than two" (distributive plural prefix)
Note: In this verb, daa- combines with 2nd person
dual/plural imperfective mode prefixes.
Hnzhûûnú' náda'aãka.
"You>2 sew well."

[hn.zhûû.nú' ná.da'aã.ka]
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"You>2 are sewing well."

Note: The first syllable of the first word is [hn].
This syllable does not have a vowel. [hn] is a

Note: A speaker would say this to three or more

syllabic nasal consonant.

people.
hnzhûûnúu [hn.zhûû.núu] (or) hnzhûûnú'
[hn.zhûû.nú'] "in a quiet way, while being still, in
a beautiful way"
Note: People also say hnzhûûné-gu
[hn.zhûû.né.gu]. People also pronounce these
words with an initial [n], rather than an initial
[hn].
-gu "being, while, during" (subordinate enclitic)
náda'aãka [ná.da'aã.ka] "you>2 sew it" (2nd person
plural, imperfective mode, transitive verb)
daa- (reduced to da-) "more than two"
(distributive plural prefix)
'i- (indefinite pronoun object prefix)
Hnzhûûnú' ná'íãka.

[hn.zhûû.nú' ná.'íã.ka]

"You sew well."

Note: The first syllable of the first word is [hn].

"You are sewing well."

This syllable does not have a vowel. [hn] is a
syllabic nasal consonant.

Note: A speaker would say this to one person.
hnzhûûnúu [hn.zhûû.núu] (or) hnzhûûnú'
[hn.zhûû.nú'] "in a quiet way, while being still, in
a beautiful way"
Note: People also say hnzhûûné-gu
[hn.zhûû.né.gu]. People also pronounce these
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words with an initial [n], rather than an initial
[hn].
-gu "being, while, during" (subordinate enclitic)
ná'íãka [ná.'íã.ka] "you sew it" (2nd person
singular, imperfective mode, transitive verb)
ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).
'i- (reduced to -'-) (3i person indefinite pronoun
object prefix)
'Iãáãgésh.

['i.ãáã.gésh]

"You cut it into two pieces."
"You are cutting it into two pieces."

'iãáãgésh ['i.ãáã.gésh] "you cut it into two pieces"
(2nd person singular, imperfective mode, transitive

Note: This verb refers to a cutting or slicing

verb)

motion with a knife or scissors, for example.

'iãá- "in two, apart" (verb prefix)

Some people do not use this verb to refer to
cutting with scissors. For that, they use the theme

Note: Here is an example sentence:

-ã-t'aas.

'Ighaa'-í 'iãáãgésh. ['i.ghaa.'í 'i.ãáã.gésh]
"You cut the cloth into two pieces."

Note: A speaker would say this to one person.

"You are cutting the cloth into two pieces."

'Iãáãt'aas.

['i.ãáã.t'aa's]

"You cut it into two pieces."

Note: The long vowel [aa] is "creaky" during the

"You are cutting it into two pieces."

last half of its pronunciation prior to [s]. We mark
such "creakiness" by inserting a glottal stop [']

Note: A speaker would say this to one person.

after [aa] and prior to [s].
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'iãáãt'aas ['i.ãáã.t'aa's] "you cut it into two pieces"
(2nd person singular, imperfective mode, transitive
verb)
'iãá- "in two, apart" (verb prefix)
'Iãádaahaãgésh.

['i.ãá.daa.haã.gésh]

"You>2 cut it into pieces."
"You>2 are cutting them into pieces."

'iãádaahaãgésh ['i.ãá.daa.haã.gésh] "you>2 cut it
into pieces, you>2 are cutting them into pieces"

Note: This verb refers to a cutting or slicing

(2nd person plural, imperfective mode, transitive

motion with a knife or scissors, for example.

verb)

Some people do not use this verb to refer to

'iãá- "in two, apart" (verb prefix)

cutting with scissors. For that, they use the theme

daa- "more than two" (distributive plural prefix)

-ã-t'aas.
Note: A speaker would say this to three or more
people.
'Iãádaahist'aas.

['i.ãá.daa.his.t'aa's]

"I am going to cut it into many pieces."

Note: The long vowel [aa] is "creaky" during the

"I am cutting it into many pieces."

last half of its pronunciation prior to [s]. We mark
such "creakiness" by inserting a glottal stop [']
after [aa] and prior to [s].
'iãádaahist'aas ['i.ãá.daa.his.t'aa's] "I am going
to cut it into many pieces" (1st person singular,
imperfective mode, transitive verb)
'iãá- "in two, apart" (verb prefix)
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daa- "more than two" (distributive plural prefix)
'Iãáhúãgish.

['i.ãá.húã.gish]

(or)

(or)

'Iãáúãgish.

['i.ãáúã.gish]

"I did cut it into two pieces."
"I cut it into two pieces."

'iãáhúãgish ['i.ãá.húã.gish] (or) 'iãáúãgish
['i.ãáúã.gish] "I did cut it into two pieces" (1st
person singular, hi-perfective mode, transitive
verb)
'iãá- "in two, apart" (verb prefix)
Note: Here is an example sentence:
'Ighaa'-í 'iãáhúãgish. ['i.ghaa.'í 'i.ãá.húã.gish]
"I cut the cloth into two pieces."

'Iãáhúnãgish.

['i.ãá.húnã.gish]

(or)

(or)

'Iãáunãgish.

['i.ãáunã.gish]

"You did cut it into two pieces."

Note: In the first pronunciation, the syllable
[húnã] has falling tone on the combination [ún].

Note: A speaker would say this to one person.

[ú] is high tone and [n] is low tone.
Note: In the second pronunciation, the syllable
[ãáunã] has falling tone on the combination [áun].
[á] is high tone, [u] seems almost to be mid-tone,
and [n] is low tone.
'iãáhúnãgish ['i.ãá.húnã.gish] (or) 'iãáunãgish
['i.ãáunã.gish] "you did cut it into two pieces" (2nd
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person singular, hi-perfective mode, transitive
verb)
'iãá- "in two, apart" (verb prefix)
Note: Here is an example sentence:
'Ighaa'-í 'iãáhúnãgish. ['i.ghaa.'í 'i.ãá.húnã.gish]
"You did cut the cloth into two pieces."
'Iãáshgésh.

['i.ãásh.gésh]

"I am going to cut it into two pieces."
"I am cutting it in two."

'iãáshgésh ['i.ãásh.gésh] "I am going to cut it into
two pieces, I am cutting it into two pieces" (1st

Note: This verb refers to a cutting or slicing

person singular, imperfective mode, transitive

motion with a knife or scissors, for example.

verb)

Some people do not use this verb to refer to

'iãá- "in two, apart" (verb prefix)

cutting with scissors. For that, they use the theme
-ã-t'aas.

Note: Here is an example sentence:
'Ighaa'-í 'iãáshgésh. ['i.ghaa.'í 'i.ãásh.gésh]
"I am going to cut the cloth into two pieces."
"I am going to cut the cloth in half."

'Iãáyiãgésh.

['i.ãá.yiã.gésh]

(or)

(or)

'Iãáiãgésh.

['i.ãáiã.gésh]

"He/she is going to cut it into two pieces."

Note: In the second pronunciation, [ái] has falling

"He/she is cutting it into two pieces."

tone; [á] is high tone and [i] is low tone.

Note: This verb refers to a cutting or slicing

'iãáyiãgésh ['i.ãá.yiã.gésh] (or) 'iãáiãgésh

motion with a knife or scissors, for example.

['i.ãáiã.gésh] "he/she is going to cut it into two

Some people do not use this verb to refer to
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cutting with scissors. For that, they use the theme

pieces, he/she is cutting it into two pieces" (3rd

-ã-t'aas.

person, imperfective mode, transitive verb)
'iãá- "in two, apart" (verb prefix)
yi- "him/her/it" (3rd person pronoun object prefix)

'Iãáyúúãgish.

['i.ãá.yúúã.gish]

"He/she did cut it into two pieces."

Note: The long, high tone vowel [úú] is not

"He/she did cut it in two."

"creaky" at all.

Note: This verb refers to a cutting or slicing

'iãáyúúãgish ['i.ãá.yúúã.gish] "he/she did cut it

motion with a knife or scissors, for example.

into two pieces" (3rd person hi-perfective mode,

Some people do not use this verb to refer to

transitive verb)

cutting with scissors. For that, they use the theme

'iãá- "in two, apart" (verb prefix)

-ã-t'aas.

yi- (reduced to y-) "him/her/it" (3rd person
pronoun object prefix)

'Iãch'ìì' 'áõ'lá.

['iã.ch'ìì' 'áõ'.lá]

"You fold it together."

Note: [õ'] is a high tone syllabic nasal consonant.
It sounds "creaky" and ends with a glottal stop.

Note: A speaker would say this to one person.
'iãch'ìì' ['iã.ch'ìì'] "together, toward each other"
(postposition)
'iã- "together, each other" (reciprocal pronoun
prefix)
-ch'ìì' "to, toward" (postposition stem)
'áõ'lá ['áõ'.lá] "you do so to him/her/it, you make
him/her/it so" (2nd person singular, imperfective
mode, transitive verb)
'Iãch'ìì' 'át'é-shí bé'nenã'àà'.

['iã.ch'ìì' 'á.t'é.shí bé'.nenã.'àà']
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"Where it is folded together measure it from
there."

'iãch'ìì' 'át'é-shí "from where it is folded"

"You measure it from where it is folded."

'iãch'ìì' 'át'é (or) 'iãch'ìì'át'é "it is folded, it is
folded together" (3rd person, imperfective mode,

Note: A speaker would say this to one person.

neuter, intransitive verb)
'iãch'ìì' ['iã.ch'ìì'] "toward each other, together"
(postposition)
'íã- "each other" (reciprocal pronoun object prefix)
bé'nenã'àà' [bé'.nenã.'àà'] "you measure it" (2nd
person singular, imperfective mode, intransitive
verb)
bé- "against him/her/it" (postposition)
bi- (reduced to b-) "him/her/it" (3rd person
pronoun object prefix)
-é- "against, joining, contacting" (postposition
prefix)
'i- (3i person indefinite pronoun object prefix) (?)
-shí "from a place, at a place" (postposition
enclitic)
Note: Compare to:
'iãch'ìì' 'át'é-'ee' ['iã.ch'ìì' 'á.t'é.'ee']
"the place where it is folded"

'Iãch'ìì' náãka.

['iã.ch'ìì' náã.ka]

"You sew them together."
"You are sewing them together."

'iãch'ìì' ['iã.ch'ìì'] "together, toward each other"
(postposition)

Note: A speaker would say this to one person.
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'iã- "together, each other" (reciprocal pronoun
prefix)
-ch'ìì' "to, toward" (postposition stem)
náãka [náã.ka] "you sew it, you are sewing it" (2nd
person singular, imperfective mode, transitive
verb)
ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).

Note: Here is an example sentence:
'Ighaa'-í 'iãch'ìì' náãka. ['i.ghaa.'í 'iã.ch'ìì'
náã.ka]
"You sew the (two pieces of) cloth together."
'Iãch'ìì' nádaa'shka.

['iã.ch'ìì' ná.daa'sh.ka]

"I am going to sew them>2 together."

Note: The long vowel [aa] is "creaky" during the

"I am sewing them together."

last half of its pronunciation prior to [sh]. We
mark such "creakiness" by inserting a glottal stop
['] after [aa] and prior to [sh].
'iãch'ìì' ['iã.ch'ìì'] "together, toward each other"
(postposition)
'iã- "together, each other" (reciprocal pronoun
prefix)
-ch'ìì' "to, toward" (postposition stem)
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nádaa'shka [ná.daa'sh.ka] "I am going to sew
them>2 , I am sewing them>2 " (1st person singular,
imperfective mode, transitive verb)
ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).
daa- "more than two" (distributive plural prefix)
Note: Here is an example sentence:
'Ighaa'-í 'iãch'ìì' nádaa'shka. ['i.ghaa.'í 'iã.ch'ìì'
ná.daa'sh.ka]
"I am going to sew the three or more pieces (or)
cloth together."
'Iãch'ìì' nádan'ãka.

['iã.ch'ìì' ná.dan'ã.ka]

"You sew them>2 together."

Note: [n'] is a low tone, glottalized nasal

"You are sewing them>2 together."

consonant. It sounds "creaky."

Note: A speaker would say this to one person.

'iãch'ìì' ['iã.ch'ìì'] "together, toward each other"
(postposition)
'iã- "together, each other" (reciprocal pronoun
object prefix)
-ch'ìì' "to, toward" (postposition stem)
nádan'ãka [ná.dan'ã.ka] "you sew them all, you
are sewing them all" (2nd person singular,
imperfective mode, transitive verb)
ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
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might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).
daa- (reduced to da-) "more than two"
(distributive plural prefix)

Note: Here is an example sentence:
'Ighaa'-í 'iãch'ìì' nádan'ãka. ['i.ghaa.'í 'iã.ch'ìì'
ná.dan'ã.ka]
"You sew the three or more (pieces of) cloth
together."
'Iãéda'gha.

['i.ãé.da'.gha]

"They>2 are the same size." (referring to three or
more objects)

'iãéda'gha ['i.ãé.da'.gha] "they>2 are the same
size" (referring to three or more objects) (3rd
person plural, imperfective mode, neuter,
intransitive verb)
'iã- "together, each other, one another" (reciprocal
pronoun object prefix)
-é- "from, apart from, against, joining, contacting"
(?)
daa- "more than two" (distributive plural prefix)
(daa- is shortened to da- prior to the glottal stop)
-'- (?)

'Iãé'gha.
"They are the same size."
"They2 are the same size."

['i.ãé'.gha]
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'iãé'gha ['i.ãé'.gha] "they2 are the same size"
(referring to two objects) (3rd person dual,
imperfective mode, neuter, intransitive verb)
'iã- "together, each other, one another" (reciprocal
pronoun object prefix)
-é- "from, apart from, against, joining, contacting"
(?)
daa- "more than two" (distributive plural prefix)
-'- (?)
'iãé'gha-gu

['i.ãé'.gha.gu]

"while those2 are the same size"
"make sure those2 are the same size"

'iãé'gha ['i.ãé'.gha] "they2 are the same size" (3rd

"those2 being the same size"

person dual, imperfective mode, neuter,
intransitive verb)
'iã- "together, each other, one another" (reciprocal
pronoun object prefix)
-é- "from, apart from, against, joining, contacting"
(?)
daa- "more than two" (distributive plural prefix)
-'- (?)
-gu "while, when, toward, instead" (subordinate
enclitic)

'Iãé'gha-gu hnhíãgésh.

['i.ãé'.gha.gu hn.híã.gésh]

"You cut it so that the two pieces are even."

Note: [hn] is a low tone syllabic nasal consonant.

"You cut it so that the two pieces are the same

The first syllable of hnhíãgésh [hn.híã.gésh] does

size."

not have a vowel.
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Note: This verb refers to a cutting or slicing

'iãégha-gu ['i.ãé.gha.gu] "while they2 are the same

motion with a knife or scissors, for example.

size, make sure they2 are the same size, being the

Some people do not use this verb to refer to

same size"

cutting with scissors. For that, they use the theme

'iãé'gha ['i.ãé'.gha] "they2 are the same size"

-ã-t'aas.

(referring to two objects) (3rd person dual,
imperfective mode, neuter, intransitive verb)

Note: A speaker would say this to one person.

'iã- "together, each other, one another" (reciprocal
pronoun object prefix)
-é- "from, apart from, against, joining, contacting"
(?)
daa- "more than two" (distributive plural prefix)
-'- (?)
-gu "while, when, toward, instead" (subordinate
enclitic)
hnhíãgésh [hn.híã.gésh] "you cut him/her/it" (2nd
person singular, imperfective mode, transitive
verb)

'ibane

['i.ba.ne]

"buckskin"
"deerskin"
"tanned buckskin"
(noun)
'ighaa'

['i.ghaa']

"cloth"
"material"
(noun)
'Ighaa' ãii' náõ'ãtsús.
"You pick up some cloth."

['i.ghaa' ãii' náõ'ã.tsús]
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Note: In the syllable [náõ'ã], [õ'] is a high tone,
Note: A speaker would say this to one person.

glottalized nasal consonant. It sounds "creaky."
'ighaa' ['i.ghaa'] "cloth, material" (noun)
ãii' (or) ãi' "some" (particle)
náõ'ãtsús [náõ'ã.tsús] "you pick it up" (referring
to a flat and flexible object, a cloth-like object)
(2nd person singular, imperfective mode, transitive
verb)

'Ighaa'-í náhun'dzîs.

['i.ghaa.'í ná.hun'.dzîs]

"You tear the cloth."

Note: In the syllable [hun'], [õ'] is a low tone,

"You are going to tear the cloth."

glottalized nasal consonant. It sounds "creaky."

Note: A speaker would say this to one person.

'ighaa' ['i.ghaa'] "cloth, material" (noun)
-í (or) -'í "the one that, the thing that" (definite,
topic, and relative enclitic) (This enclitic can
change a verb into a noun.)
náhun'dzîs [ná.hun'.dzîs] "you tear the cloth,
you are going to tear the cloth" (2nd person
singular, imperfective mode, transitive verb)
ná- (?)

'Ighaa'-í náhuu'dlá.

['i.ghaa.'í ná.huu'.dlá]

"The cloth is torn."
'ighaa' ['i.ghaa] "cloth, material" (noun)
-í (or) -'í "the one that, the thing that" (definite,
topic, and relative enclitic) (This enclitic can
change a verb into a noun.)
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náhuu'dlá [ná.huu'.dlá] "it is torn" (3rd person,
perfective mode, passive verb)
ná- (?)
'Ighaa'-í náhuu'sdzîs.

['i.ghaa.'í ná.huu's.dzîs]

"I am going to tear the cloth."

Note: the long vowel [uu] is "creaky" during the

"I am tearing the cloth."

last half of its pronunciation. We mark such
"creakiness" by inserting a glottal stop after the
vowel and prior to [s].

'ighaa' ['i.ghaa'] "cloth, material" (noun)
-í (or) -'í "the one that, the thing that" (definite,
topic, and relative enclitic) (This enclitic can
change a verb into a noun.)
náhuu'sdzîs [ná.huu's.dzîs] "I am going to tear
the cloth, I am tearing the cloth" (1st person
singular, imperfective mode, transitive verb)
ná- (?)
'Ighaa'-í náisúdzîs.

['i.ghaa.'í nái.sú.dzîs]

"I tore the cloth."

Note: [ái] has falling tone; [á] is high tone and [i]

"I did tear the cloth."

is low tone.

'ighaa' ['i.ghaa'] "cloth, material" (noun)
-í (or) -'í "the one that, the thing that" (definite,
topic, and relative enclitic) (This enclitic can
change a verb into a noun.)
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náisúdzîs [nái.sú.dzîs] "I tore it, I did tear it" (1st
person singular, si-perfective mode, transitive
verb)
ná- (?)
sú- (?)
'Ighaa'-í náisúndzîs.

['i.ghaa.'í nái.sún.dzîs]

"You tore the cloth."

Note: [ái] has falling tone; [á] is high tone and [i]

"You did tear the cloth."

is low tone.
Note: The syllable [sún] has falling tone; [ú] is

Note: A speaker would say this to one person.

high tone and [n] is low tone.

'ighaa' ['i.ghaa'] "cloth, material" (noun)
-í (or) -'í "the one that, the thing that" (definite,
topic, and relative enclitic) (This enclitic can
change a verb into a noun.)
náisúndzîs [nái.sún.dzîs] "you tore it, you did
tear it" (2nd person singular, si-perfective mode,
transitive verb)
ná- (?)
'Ighaa'-í náyuu'dzîs.

['i.ghaa.'í nái.yuu'.dzîs]

"He/she tore the cloth."

Note: [ái] has falling tone; [á] is high tone and [i]

"He/she did tear the cloth."

is low tone.

'ighaa' ['i.ghaa] "cloth, material" (noun)
-í (or) -'í "the one that, the thing that" (definite,
topic, and relative enclitic) (This enclitic can
change a verb into a noun.)
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náiyuu'dzîs [nái.yuu'.dzîs] "he/she tore it, he/she
did tear it" (3rd person, si-perfective mode,
transitive verb)
ná- (?)
'Ighaa'-í náyuu'dzîs.

['i.ghaa.'í nái.yuu'.dzîs]

"He/she is going to tear the cloth."

Note: [ái] has falling tone; [á] is high tone and [i]

"He/she is tearing the cloth."

is low tone.

'ighaa' ['i.ghaa] "cloth, material" (noun)
-í (or) -'í "the one that, the thing that" (definite,
topic, and relative enclitic) (This enclitic can
change a verb into a noun.)
náiyuu'dzîs "he/she is going to tear it, he/she is
tearing it" (3rd person, imperfective mode,
transitive verb)
ná- (?)
'Ighaa'-í náõ'ãtsús.

['i.ghaa.'í náõ'ã.tsús]

"You pick up the cloth."

Note: [õ'] is a high tone, glottalized nasal
consonant. It sounds "creaky."

Note: A speaker would say this to one person.
'ighaa' ['i.ghaa] "cloth, material" (noun)
-í (or) -'í "the one that, the thing that" (definite,
topic, and relative enclitic) (This enclitic can
change a verb into a noun.)
náõ'ãtsús [náõ'ã.tsús] "you pick it up" (referring
to a flat and flexible object, a cloth-like object)
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(2nd person singular, imperfective mode, transitive
verb)
ná- (or) ná-di- "up" (verb prefix)
Note: Compare the following two verbs:
náõãtsús [náõã.tsús] "you bring it back" (ná"back")
náõ'ãtsús [náõ'ã.tsús] "you pick it up" (ná- (or)
ná-di- "up")
The second verb has a glottalized nasal consonant;
the first does not.
'Ighaa'-í táí' dá'ãéda'gha-gu hnhíãt'aas.

['i.ghaa.'í táí' dá'.ãé.da'.gha.gu hn.híã.t'aa's]

"You cut the cloth into three pieces being the

Note: The long vowel [aa] is "creaky" during the

same size."

last half of its pronunciation prior to [s]. We mark
such "creakiness" by inserting a glottal stop [']
after [aa] and prior to [s].
Note: For the verb hnhíãt'aas, [hn] is a syllabic
nasal consonant. The first syllable of this word
does not have a vowel.

'ighaa' ['i.ghaa] "cloth, material" (noun)
-í (or) -'í "the one that, the thing that" (definite,
topic, and relative enclitic) (This enclitic can
change a verb into a noun.)
táí' "three" (particle)
dá'ãéda'gha [dá'.ãé.da'.gha] "they are exactly the
same size, they are just the same size" (referring
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to three or more objects) (3rd person plural,
imperfective mode, neuter, intransitive verb)
dá- "just, exactly" (proclitic)
daa- (reduced to da-) "more than two"
(distributive plural prefix)
-gu "while, when, toward, instead" (subordinate
enclitic)
hnhíãt'aas [hn.híã.t'aa's] "you cut it, you are
cutting it" (2nd person singular, imperfective
mode, transitive verb)
'Inee' 'iãch'ìì' 'áshlá.

['i.nee' 'iã.ch'ìì' 'ásh.lá]

"I am going to fold it together here."
"I am folding it together here."

'inee' ['i.nee'] "here, right here" (demonstrative)
'iãch'ìì' ['iã.ch'ìì'] "together, toward each other"
(postposition)
'iã- "together, each other" (reciprocal pronoun
prefix)
-ch'ìì' "to, toward" (postposition stem)
'áshlá ['ásh.lá (or) 'áshãá ['ásh.ãá] "I am going to
do so to it, I am going to make it so" (1st person
singular, imperfective mode, transitive verb)

'izis

['i.zis]

"bag"
(noun)

Note: Here are some possessive forms
bi'izis-í [bi.'i.zis.sí]
(or)
bii'zis-í [bii.'zis.sí]
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"his/her/its bag" (noun)
Kát'égu náãka.

[ká.t'é.gu náã.ka]

"You sew it like this."
"You are sewing it like this."

kát'égu [ká.t'é.gu] (or) [ká.t'éú'] "like this, in
this manner" (particle)

Note: A speaker would say this to one person.

náãka [náã.ka] "you sew it, you are sewing it" (2nd
person singular, imperfective mode, transitive
verb)
ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).

Mary-õ 'ighaa'-í náyin'ãtsuus.

[Mar.yõ 'i.ghaa.'í ná.yin'ã.tsuu's]

"Mary picked up the cloth."

Note: [n'] is a low tone, glottalized nasal

"Mary did pick up the cloth."

consonant.
Note: The long vowel [uu] is "creaky" during the
last half of its pronunciation prior to [s]. We mark
such creakiness by inserting a glottal stop after the
vowel and prior to [s].
-õ "the person who" (definite, topic, and relative
enclitic) (This enclitic can change a verb into a
noun.)
'ighaa' ['i.ghaa'] "cloth" (noun)
-í (or) -'í "the one that, the thing that" (definite,
topic, and relative enclitic) (This enclitic can
change a verb into a noun.)
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náyin'ãtsuus [ná.yin'ã.tsuu's] "he/she picked it
up" (referring to a flat and flexible, cloth-like
object) (3rd person perfective mode, transitive
verb)
yi- "him/her/it" (3rd person pronoun object prefix)
Náãtã'is.

[náã.tã'is]

"You iron it."
"You are ironing it."

náãtã'is [náã.tã'is] "you iron it, you are ironing it"
(2nd person singular, imperfective mode, transitive

Note: A speaker would say this to one person.

verb)
ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).
Note: Here is an example sentence:
Ni'édí náãtã'is. [ni.'é.dí náã.tã'is]
"You iron your clothes."
"You are ironing your clothes."

Nádaaguyizûs.

[ná.daa.gu.yi.zûs]

"They>2 are reversing it."
"They>2 are turning it inside out."

nádaaguyizûs [ná.daa.gu.yi.zûs] "they are

"They>2 are turning it around."

reversing it, they are going to reverse it"
(reversing a cloth-like object by hand) (3rd person

Note: nádaaguyizûs refers to "reversing a cloth-

plural, imperfective mode, transitive verb)

like object by hand."

ná- "back, reverse" (verb prefix)
daa- "more than two" (distributive plural prefix)
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Note: Depending on context, this verb may mean,

gu- (3a person dual pronoun deictic subject

"you turn it inside out" or "you turn it right side

prefix)

out" (by hand).

yi- "him/her/it" (3rd person pronoun object prefix)

Nádaahasûs.

[ná.daa.ha.sûs]

"You>2 reverse it."
"You>2 turn it inside out."

nádaahasûs [ná.daa.ha.sûs] "you>2 reverse it,

"You>2 are turning it inside out."

you>2 are reversing it" (reversing a cloth-like
object by hand) (2nd person plural, imperfective

Note: nádaahasûs refers to "reversing a cloth-

mode, transitive verb)

like object by hand."

ná- "back, reverse" (verb prefix)
daa- "more than two" (distributive plural prefix)

Note: Depending on context, this verb may mean,
"you turn it inside out" or "you turn it right side
out" (by hand).
Note: A speaker would say this to three or more
people.
Na'dii'shgésh.

[na'.dii'sh.gésh]

"I am going to cut it off."

Note: The long vowel [ii] is "creaky" during the

"I am cutting it off."

last half of its pronunciation. We indicate such
"creakiness" by inserting a glottal stop following

Note: This verb refers to a cutting or slicing

the vowel and prior to [s].

motion with a knife or scissors, for example.
Some people do not use this verb to refer to

na'dii'shgésh [na'.dii'sh.gésh] "I am going to cut

cutting with scissors. For that, they use the theme

it off" (1st person singular, imperfective mode,

-ã-t'aas.

transitive verb)
na- "off" (?)
'i- (indefinite pronoun object prefix)
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di- (?)
Na'dii'st'aas.

[na'.dii's.t'aa's]

"I am going to cut it off."

Note: The long vowel [ii] is "creaky" during the

"I am cutting it off."

last half of its pronunciation. We indicate such
"creakiness" by inserting a glottal stop following

Note: A person could use na'dii'st'aas to

the vowel and prior to [s].

describe "cutting off" cloth or hair, for example.
na'dii'st'aas [na'.dii's.t'aa's] "I am going to cut it
off" (1st person singular, imperfective mode,
transitive verb)
na- "off" (?)
'i- (indefinite pronoun object prefix)
di- (?)
Náhéé'zûs.

[ná.héé'.zûs]

"I reversed it."
"I did reverse it."

náhéé'zûs [ná.héé'.zûs] "I reversed it, I turned it

"I turned it inside out."

inside out" (reversing a cloth-like object by hand)
(1st person singular, si-perfective mode, transitive

Note: náhéé'zûs refers to "reversing a cloth-like

verb)

object by hand."

ná- "back, reverse" (verb prefix)
hi- (?)

Note: Depending on context, this verb may mean,
"you turn it inside out" or "you turn it right side

Note: Here is an example sentence:

out" (by hand).

Shi'édí náhéé'zûs. [shi.'é.dí ná.héé'.zûs]
"I turned my clothing inside out."
"I reversed my clothing."

Náhénzûs.

[ná.hén.zûs]
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"You reversed it."

Note: The syllable [hén] has falling tone; [é] is

"You did reverse it."

high tone and [n] is low tone.

"You turned it inside out."
náhénzûs [ná.hén.zûs] "you reversed it, you
Note: náhénzûs refers to "reversing a cloth-like

turned it inside out" (reversing a cloth-like object

object by hand."

by hand) (2nd person singular, si-perfective mode,
transitive verb)

Note: Depending on context, this verb may mean,

ná- "back, reverse" (verb prefix)

"you turn it inside out" or "you turn it right side

hi- (?)

out" (by hand).
Note: Here is an example sentence:
Note: A speaker would say this to one person.

Ni'édí náhénzûs. [ni.'é.dí ná.hén.zûs]
"You did reverse your clothing."

Náhíõ'zûs.

[ná.híõ'.zûs]

"You reverse it."

Note: [õ'] is a high tone, glottalized nasal

"You turn it inside out."

consonant. It sounds "creaky."

"You are turning it inside out."
náhíõ'zûs [ná.híõ'.zûs] "you reverse it, you turn
Note: náhíõ'zûs refers to "reversing a cloth-like

it inside out" (reversing a cloth-like object by

object by hand."

hand) (2nd person singular, imperfective mode,
transitive verb)

Note: Depending on context, this verb may mean,

ná- "back, reverse" (verb prefix)

"you turn it inside out" or "you turn it right side

hi- (?)

out" (by hand).
Note: Here is an example sentence:
Note: A speaker would say this to one person.

Ni'édí náhíõ'zûs. [ni.'é.dí ná.híõ'.zûs]
"You reverse your clothing."
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Náhissûs.

[ná.his.sûs]

(or)

(or)

Náhisûs.

[ná.hi.sûs]

(or)
Náisûs.

náhisûs [ná.hi.sûs] "I am going to reverse it, I am

"I am going to reverse it."

going to turn it inside out" (reversing a cloth-like

"I am reversing it."

object by hand) (1st person singular, imperfective

"I am going to turn it inside out."

mode, transitive verb)
ná- "back, reverse" (verb prefix)

Note: náhisûs refers to "reversing a cloth-like

hi- (?)

object by hand."
Note: Here is an example sentence:
Note: Depending on context, this verb may mean,

'Izis-í náhissûs. ['i.zis.sí ná.his.sûs]

"you turn it inside out" or "you turn it right side

"I am going to turn the bag inside out."

out" (by hand).

"I am going to reverse the bag."

Náhun'á.

[ná.hun.'á]

"You pull the thread out."
"You are pulling the string out."

náhun'á [ná.hun.'á] "you pull the thread out, you

"You pull the string out."

pull the string out, you pull it out" (referring to a

"You tear the cloth."

rope-like object) (or) "you tear a cloth-like object"
(2nd person singular, imperfective mode, transitive

Note: People use this verb to refer to pulling a

verb)

string- or rope-like object out. A speaker could

ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with

use this word, for example to describe pulling a

sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it

string out of a flour or grain sack.

might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).

Note: A speaker would say this to one person.
Note: Here is an example sentence:
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'Izis-í náhun'á. ['i.zis.sí ná.hun.'á]
"You pull the string out of the bag."
Náhun'ãgésh.

[ná.hun'ã.gésh]

"You cut him/her/it."

Note: [n'] is a low tone, glottalized nasal

"You are cutting him/her/it."

consonant. It sounds "creaky."

Note: A speaker would say this to one person.

náhun'ãgésh [ná.hun'ã.gésh] "you cut it" (2nd
person singular, imperfective mode, transitive

Note: This verb refers to a cutting or slicing

verb)

motion with a knife or scissors, for example.

ná- (?)

Some people do not use this verb to refer to

hi- (?)

cutting with scissors. For that, they use the theme
-ã-t'aas.
Náhun'ãt'aas.

[ná.hun'ã.t'aa's]

"You cut him/her/it."

Note: [n'] is a low tone, glottalized nasal

"You are cutting him/her/it."

consonant.
Note: The long vowel [aa] is "creaky" during the

Note: This verb refers to a cutting or slicing

last half of its pronunciation prior to [s]. We mark

motion with a knife or scissors, for example.

such "creakiness" by inserting a glottal stop [']

Some people do not use this verb to refer to

after [aa] and prior to [s].

slicing with a knife. For that, they use the theme ã-gésh.

náhun'ãt'aas [ná.hun'ã.t'aas] "you cut it" (2nd
person singular, imperfective mode, transitive

Note: A speaker would say this to one person.

verb)
ná- (?)
hi- (?)

Náhun'dzîs.

[ná.hun'.dzîs]
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"You tear it."

Note: [n'] is a low tone, glottalized nasal

"You are tearing it."

consonant. It sounds "creaky."

Note: A speaker would say this to one person.

náhun'dzîs [ná.hun'.dzîs] "you tear it, you are
tearing it" (referring to a cloth-like or paper-like
object) (2nd person singular, imperfective mode,
transitive verb)
ná- (?)
Note: Here is an example sentence:
'Ighaa'-í náhun'dzîs. ['i.ghaa.'í ná.hun'.dzîs]
"You tear the cloth."
"You are tearing the cloth."

Náhuu'sh'á.

[ná.huu'sh.'á]

"I am going to pull the thread out."

Note: The long vowel [ii] is "creaky" prior to the

"I am pulling the thread out."

[sh]. We mark such "creakiness" by inserting a

"I am pulling the string out."

glottal stop ['] following the vowel and prior to

"I am going to tear the cloth-like object."

[sh].

Note: People use this verb to refer to pulling a
string- or rope-like object out. A speaker could
use this word, for example to describe pulling a
string out of a flour or grain sack.

náhuush'á [ná.huu'sh.'á] "I am going to pull the
string out, I am going to pull the thread out, I am
pulling the string out, I am going to pull it out"
(referring to a rope-like object) (or) "I am going to
tear the cloth-like object" (1st person, imperfective
mode, transitive verb)
ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
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might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).
Náhuu'shgésh.

[ná.huu'sh.gésh]

"I am going to cut him/her/it."
"I am cutting him/her/it."

náhuu'shgésh [ná.huu'sh.gésh] "I am going to
cut it, I am cutting it" (1st person singular,

Note: This verb refers to a cutting or slicing

imperfective mode, transitive verb)

motion with a knife or scissors, for example.

ná- (?)

Some people do not use this verb to refer to

hi- (?)

cutting with scissors. For that, they use the theme
-ã-t'aas.
Náhuu'st'aas.

[ná.huu's.t'aa's]

"I am going to cut him/her/it."

Note: The long vowels [uu] and [aa] are "creaky"

"I am cutting him/her/it."

during the last half of their pronunciations prior to

(with scissors)

[s]. We mark such "creakiness" by inserting
glottal stops ['] after the vowels and prior to [s].
náhuu'st'aas [ná.huu's.t'aa's] "I am going to cut
him/her/it, I am cutting him/her/it" (1st person
singular, imperfective mode, transitive verb)
ná- (?)
hi- (?)

Note: Here is an example sentence:
'Ighaa'-í náhuu'st'aas. ['i.ghaa.'í ná.huu's.t'aas]
"I am going to cut the cloth."
Ná'iãka.

[ná.'iã.ka]
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"He/she is sewing."
"He/she is going to sew."

ná'iãka [ná.'iã.ka] "he/she is sewing it, he/she is
going to sew it" (3rd person imperfective mode,
transitive verb)
ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).
'i- (reduced to -'-) (3i person indefinite pronoun
object prefix)
Note: Here is an example sentence:
Hii'skâ-gu ná'iãka. [hii's.kâ.gu ná.'iã.ka]
"He/she is going to sew tomorrow."

Ná'íãka.

[ná.'íã.ka]

"You sew."
"You are sewing."

ná'íãka [ná.'íã.ka] "you sew, you are sewing" (2nd
person singular, imperfective mode, transitive

Note: A speaker would say this to one person.

verb)
ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).
'i- (reduced to -'-) (3i person indefinite pronoun
object prefix)

Note: Here are two example sentences:
Hii'skâ-gu ná'íãka. [hii's.kâ.gu ná.'íã.ka]
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"You sew tomorrow."

Gat'î-gu ná'íãka. [ga.t'î.gu ná.'íã.ka]
"You sew when it is light enough to see."
Ná'iãtã'is.

[ná.'iã.tã'is]

"He/she is going to iron."
"He/she is ironing."

ná'iãtã'is [ná.'iã.tã'is] "he/she is going to iron,
he/she is ironing" (3rd person, imperfective mode,
transitive verb)
ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).
'i- (3i person indefinite pronoun object prefix)

Ná'íãtã'is.

[ná.'íã.tã'is]

"You iron."
"You are ironing."

ná'íãtã'is [ná.'íã.tã'is] "you iron, you are ironing"
(2nd person singular, imperfective mode, transitive

Note: A speaker would say this to one person.

verb)
ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).
'i- (3i person indefinite pronoun object prefix)

Ná'ii'stã'is.

[ná.'ii's.tã'is]

"He/she ironed."

Note: The long vowel [ii] is "creaky" prior to the

"He/she did iron."

[s]. We mark such "creakiness" by inserting a
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glottal stop ['] following the vowel and prior to
[s].

ná'ii'stã'is [ná.'ii's.tã'is] "he/she ironed, he/she did
iron" (3rd person, si-perfective mode, transitive
verb)
ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).
'i- (3i person indefinite pronoun object prefix)
Ná'ishka.

[ná.'ish.ka]

"I am sewing."
"I am going to sew."

ná'ishka [ná.'ish.ka] "I am sewing, I am going to
sew" (1st person singular, imperfective mode,
transitive verb)
ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).
'i- (reduced to -'-) (3i person indefinite pronoun
object prefix)

Note: Here is an example sentence:
Hii'skâ-gu ná'ishka. [hii's.kâ.gu ná.'ish.ka]
"I am going to sew tomorrow."
Ná'istã'is.

[ná.'is.tã'is]
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"I am going to iron."
"I am ironing."

ná'istã'is [ná.'is.tã'is] "I ironed, I did iron" (1st
person singular, perfective mode, transitive verb)
ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).
'i- (3i person indefinite pronoun object prefix)

Náiyaa'ãt'as.

[nái.yaa'ã.t'as]

"He/she is cutting it."

Note: In the first syllable, [ái] has falling tone; [á]

"He/she usually cuts it."

is high tone and [i] is low tone.
náiyaa'ãt'as [nái.yaa'ã.t'as] "he/she is cutting it,
he/she usually cuts it" (3rd person, progressive
mode, transitive verb)
ná- (?)
i- (reduced from yi-) (3rd person pronoun object
prefix)

Náiyee'zûs.

[nái.yee'.zûs]

"He/she reversed it."

Note: In the first syllable, [ái] has falling tone; [á]

"He/she did reverse it."

is high tone and [i] is low tone.

"He/she turned it inside out."

Note: The long vowel [ee] is "creaky" during the
last half of its pronunciation prior to the glottal

Note: náiyee'zûs refers to "reversing a cloth-like

stop ['].

object by hand."
náiyee'zûs [nái.yee'.zûs] "he/she reversed it,
he/she turned it inside out" (reversing a cloth-like
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Note: Depending on context, this verb may mean,

object by hand) (3rd person, si-perfective mode,

"you turn it inside out" or "you turn it right side

transitive verb)

out" (by hand).

ná- "back, reverse" (verb prefix)
yi- (reduced to i-) (3rd person pronoun object
prefix)

Note: Here is an example sentence:
Bi'édí náiyee'zûs. [bi.'é.dí nái.yee'.zûs]
"He/she reversed his/her clothing."
"He/she turned his/her clothing inside out."
Náyuu'á.

[ná.yuu.'á]

"He/she is pulling the thread out."

Note: The vowel combination [ái] has falling

"He/she is pulling the string out."

tone; [á] is high tone and [i] is low tone.

"He/she is going to pull the thread out."

Note: The long vowel [uu] is "creaky" prior to the
glottal stop ['].

Note: People use this verb to refer to pulling a
string- or rope-like object out. A speaker could
use this word, for example to describe pulling a
string out of a flour or grain sack.

náyuu'á [ná.yuu.'á] "he/she is taking the thread
out, he/she is going to pull the string out, he/she is
going to pull it out" (referring to a rope-like
object) (3rd person, imperfective mode, transitive
verb)
ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).
Note: Here is an example sentence:
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'Izis-í náyuu'á.
['i.zis.sí ná.yuu.'á]
"He/she is pulling the string out of the bag."
"He/she is going to pull the string out of the bag."
Nájuu'á.

[ná.juu.'á]

"One is pulling the thread out."

Note: The long vowel [uu] is "creaky" prior to the

"One is pulling the string out."

glottal stop ['].

"One is going to pull the thread out."
nájuu'á [ná.juu.'á] "one is pulling the thread out,
Note: People use this verb to refer to pulling a

one is going to pull the string out, one is going to

string- or rope-like object out. A speaker could

pull it out" (referring to a rope-like object) (3a

use this word, for example to describe pulling a

person, imperfective mode, transitive verb)

string out of a flour or grain sack.

ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).
ji- "one" (3a person pronoun deictic subject
prefix)
Note: the -i- of ji- is dropped or "absorbed" by the
following vowel.

Na'n'ãgésh.

[na'.n'ã.gésh]

(or)

(or)

Na'in'ãgésh.

[na.'in'ã.gésh]

"You cut it off."

Note: [n'] is a low tone, glottalized nasal

"You are cutting it off."

consonant.
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Note: This verb refers to a cutting or slicing

na'n'ãgésh [na'.n'ã.gésh] (or) na'in'ãgésh

motion with a knife or scissors, for example.

[na'in'ã.gésh] "you cut it off, you are cutting it

Some people do not use this verb to refer to

off" (2nd person singular, imperfective mode,

cutting with scissors. For that, they use the theme

transitive verb)

-ã-t'aas.

na- (?)
'i- (?)

Note: A speaker would say this to one person.
Na'n'ãt'aas.

[na'.n'ã.t'aa's]

"You cut it off."

Note: The long vowel [aa] is "creaky" during the

"You are cutting it off."

last half of its pronunciation prior to [s]. We mark
such "creakiness" by inserting a glottal stop [']

Note: A speaker would say this to one person.

after [aa] and prior to [s].

na'nãt'aas [na'.n'ã.t'aa's] "you cut it off, you are
cutting it off" (2nd person singular, imperfective
mode, transitive verb)
na- (?)
'i- (?)
Násíãka.

[ná.síã.ka]

"I sewed it."
"I did sew it."

násíãka [ná.síã.ka] "I sewed it, I did sew it" (1st
person singular, si-perfective mode, transitive
verb)
ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).
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Note: Here is an example sentence:
Shi'édí násíãka. [shi.'é.dí ná.síã.ka]
"I did sew my clothing."
Násíãtã'is.

[ná.síã.tã'is]

"I ironed it."
"I did iron it."

násíãtã'is [ná.síã.tã'is] "I ironed it, I did iron it" (1st
person singular, si-perfective mode, transitive
verb)
ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).
Note: Here is an example sentence:
Shi'édí násíãtã'is. [shi.'é.dí ná.síã.tã'is]
"I ironed my clothes."
"I did iron my clothes."

Ná'síãtã'is.

[ná'.síã.tã'is]

"I ironed."
"I did iron."

ná'síãtã'is [ná'.síã.tã'is] "I ironed, I did iron" (1st
person singular, si-perfective mode, transitive
verb)
ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).
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'i- (reduced to -'-) (3i indefinite pronoun object
prefix)
Ná'sínãtã'is.

[ná'.sínã.tã'is]

"You did iron."

Note: In the syllable [sínã], the combination [ín]

"You ironed."

has falling tone; [í] is high tone and [n] is low
tone.

ná'sínãtã'is [ná'.sínã.tã'is] "you did iron, you
ironed" (2nd person singular, si-perfective mode,
transitive verb)
ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).
'i- (reduced to -'-) (3i indefinite pronoun object
prefix)
Nástã'is.

[nás.tã'is]

"I am going to iron it."
"I am ironing it."

nástã'is [nás.tã'is] "I am going to iron it, I am
ironing it" (1st person singular, imperfective mode,
transitive verb)
ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).
Note: Here is an example sentence:
Shi'édí nástã'is. [shi.'é.dí nás.tã'is]
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"I am going to iron my clothes."
"I am ironing my clothes."
Náyiãtã'is.

[ná.yiã.tã'is]

"He/she is going to iron it."
"He/she is ironing it."

náyiãtã'is [ná.yiã.tã'is] "he/she is going to iron it,
he/she is ironing it" (3rd person, imperfective
mode, transitive verb)
ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).
yi- "him/her/it" (3rd person pronoun object prefix)
Note: Here is an example sentence:
Bi'édí náyiãtã'is. [bi.'é.dí ná.yiã.tã'is]
"He/she is going to iron his/her clothes."
"He/she is ironing his/her clothes."

Náyizûs.

[ná.yi.zûs]

"He/she is reversing it."
"He/she is going to reverse it."

náyizûs [ná.yi.zûs] "he/she is reversing it, he/she

"He/she is turning it inside out."

is going to reverse it, he/she is turning it inside
out" (reversing a cloth-like object by hand) (3rd

Note: náyizûs refers to "reversing a cloth-like

person, imperfective mode, transitive verb)

object by hand."

ná- "back, reverse" (verb prefix)
yi- "him/her/it" (3rd person pronoun object prefix)

Note: Depending on context, this verb may mean,
"you turn it inside out" or "you turn it right side
out" (by hand).
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tã'úã

[tã'úã]

"thread"
"rope"
"string"
(noun)
tsa

[tsa]

"pin"
"needle"

tsa-í [tsaí] "the needle" (noun)

"awl"

-í (or) -'í "the one that, the thing that" (definite,

(noun)

topic, and relative enclitic) (This enclitic can
change a verb into a noun.)

ts'aaã

[ts'aa'ã]

"sinew thread"

Note: The long vowel [aa] is "creaky" during the

(noun)

last half of its pronunciation prior to [ã]. We mark
such "creakiness" by inserting a glottal stop [']
after [aa] and prior to [ã].

Tsa-í du biã naanúútas-da.

[tsaí du.biã naa.núú.tas.da]

"You do not run around with the needle."

Note: The vowel combination [aí] has rising tone;
[a] is low tone and [í] is high tone.

Note: A speaker would say this to one person.

Note: The long, high tone vowel [úú] is not
"creaky" at all.
tsa "pin, needle, awl" (noun)
-í (or) -'í "the one that, the thing that" (definite,
topic, and relative enclitic) (This enclitic can
change a verb into a noun.)
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du- ... -da (or) duu- ... -da "no, not" (clitic, a
combination of a proclitic and an enclitic)
biã "with him/her/it, accompanying him/her/it"
(postposition)
bi- "him/her/it" (3rd person pronoun object prefix)
-ã "with, accompanying" (postposition stem)
naanúútas [naa.núú.tas] "you are running
around" (2nd person singular, progressive mode,
intransitive verb)
naaná- "here and there, around" (verb prefix)
Tsa-í du ka'nádan'ãgu-da.

[tsaí du.ka'.ná.dan'ã.gu.da]

"Do not go around poking people with a needle."

Note: The vowel combination [aí] has rising tone;

"Do not punch anyone with the needle."

[a] is low tone and [í] is high tone.
Note: In the syllable [dan'ã], [n'] is a low tone,

Note: This verb refers to punching or poking

glottalized nasal consonant. It sounds "creaky."

through an object using a sharp instrument held in
the hand. In this case, the sharp instrument such

tsa "needle, awl" (noun)

as a needle is not thrown or launched.

-í (or) -'í "the one that, the thing that" (definite,
topic, and relative enclitic) (This enclitic can

Note: A speaker would say this to one person.

change a verb into a noun.)
du- … -da "no, not" (clitic)
ka'nádan'ãgu [ka'.ná.dan'ã.gu.da] "you punch
people" (with a stick, a needle, something else
sharp) (2nd person singular, imperfective mode,
intransitive verb) (?)
kaa- (reduced to ka- prior to the glottal stop ['])
"to one" (postposition)
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(gu- + -aa = kaa-)
gu- "one" (3a person pronoun object prefix)
becomes k- when it is attached to a postposition
such as aa- that begins with a vowel.
aa- "to, from" (postposition prefix)
na- (?)
'i- (?)
daa- (reduced to da-) "more than two"
(distributive plural prefix)
Dántide náãka.

[dán.ti.de náã.ka]

"You sew it quickly."

Note: [dán] has falling tone; [á] us high tone and

"You are sewing it fast."

[n] is low tone.

Note: A speaker would say this to one person.

dántide [dán.ti.de] "quickly, fast" (particle)
náãka [náã.ka] "you sew it, you are sewing it" (2nd
person singular, imperfective mode, transitive
verb)
ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).

Xá náãka?

[xá náã.ka]

"Are you sewing it?"
"Are you going to sew it?"

xá (question particle or proclitic) is a word
showing that the sentence is a question.

Note: A speaker would say this to one person.
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náãka [náã.ka] "you sew it, you are sewing it" (2nd
person singular, imperfective mode, transitive
verb)
ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).
Yadaiyaatîã.

[ya.dai.yaa.tîã]

"He/she usually puts it up on him/her/it."

Note: The long vowel [aa] is not "creaky" at all.

"He/she is putting it up on him/her/it."
"He/she usually hangs it up on him/her/it."

yadaiyaatîã [ya.dai.yaa.tîã] "he/she usually puts it
up on him/her/it, he/she usually hangs it up on
him/her/it, he/she is hanging it on him/her/it"
(referring to a long and rigid, stick-like object) (3rd
person, progressive mode, transitive verb)
ya- "on him/her/it" (postposition)
yi- "him/her/it" (3rd person pronoun object prefix)
Note: When a pronoun object prefix such as yi- is
added to a postposition that begins with a vowel,
the -i- is dropped.
-a- "on" (postposition prefix)
da- "up, elevated, up on" (verb prefix)

Yadayii'stìì'.

[ya.da.yii's.tìì']

"He/she is going to put it up on him/her/it."

Note: The long vowel [ii] is "creaky" prior to the

"He/she is putting it up on him/her/it."

[s]. We mark such "creakiness" by inserting a

"He/she is going to hang it up on him/her/it."

glottal stop ['] following the vowel and prior to
[s].
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Note: The long nasal vowel [ìì] is "creaky" prior
to the glottal stop ['].

yadayii'stìì' [ya.da.yii's.tìì'] "he/she is going to
put it up on him/her/it, he/she is hanging it up on
him/her/it, he/she is going to hang it on
him/her/it" (referring to a long and rigid, stick-like
object) (3rd person, si-imperfective mode,
transitive verb)
ya- "on him/her/it" (postposition)
yi- "him/her/it" (3rd person pronoun object prefix)
-a- "on" (postposition prefix)
Note: When a pronoun object prefix such as yi- is
added to a postposition that begins with a vowel,
the -i- is dropped.
da- "up, elevated, up on" (verb prefix)
Yadayii'tâ.

[ya.da.yii'.tâ]

"He/she put it up on him/her/it."

Note: The long vowel [ii] is "creaky" prior to the

"He/she did put it up on him/her/it."

glottal stop ['].

"He/she did hang it on him/her/it."
yadayii'tâ [ya.da.yii'.tâ] "he/she did put it up on
him/her/it, he/she put it up on him/her/it, he/she
did hang it on him/her/it" (referring to a long and
rigid, stick-like object) (3rd person, si-perfective
mode, transitive verb)
ya- "on him/her/it" (postposition)
yi- "him/her/it" (3rd person pronoun object prefix)
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Note: When a pronoun object prefix such as yi- is
added to a postposition that begins with a vowel,
the -i- is dropped.
-a- "on" (postposition prefix)
da- "up, elevated, up on" (verb prefix)
Yénáda'guu'stãû.

[yé.ná.da'.guu's.tãû]

"They>2 patched it."

Note: The long vowel [uu] is "creaky" prior to the

"They>2 did patch it."

[s]. We mark such "creakiness" by inserting a
glottal stop ['] following the vowel and prior to
[s].
yénáda'guu'stãû [yé.ná.da'.guu's.tãû] "they>2
patched it, they>2 did patch it" (3rd person plural,
si-perfective mode, transitive verb)
yé- "against him/her/it" (postposition)
yi- (reduced to y-) "him/her/it" (3rd person
pronoun object prefix)
-é- "against, joining, contacting" (postposition
prefix)
ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).
daa- (reduced to da-) "more than two"
(distributive plural prefix)
'i- (3i person indefinite pronoun object prefix)
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gu- (3a person dual pronoun deictic subject
prefix)
Yéná'iãtã'û.

[yé.ná.'iã.tã'û]

"He/she is going to patch it."
"He/she is patching it."

yéná'iãtã'û [yé.ná.'iã.tã'û] "he/she is going to
patch it, he/she is patching it" (3rd person,
imperfective mode, transitive verb)
yé- "against him/her/it" (postposition)
yi- (reduced to y-) "him/her/it" (3rd person
pronoun object prefix)
-é- "against, joining, contacting" (postposition
prefix)
ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).
'i- (3i person indefinite pronoun object prefix)
Note: Here is an example sentence:
Bi'étsu-í yéná'iãtã'û. [bi.'é.tsuí yé.ná.'iã.tã'û]
"He/she is going to patch his/her coat."

Yéná'ii'stã'û.

[yé.ná.'ii's.tã'û]

"He/she patched it."

Note: The long vowel [ii] is "creaky" prior to the

"He/she did patch it."

[s]. We mark such "creakiness" by inserting a
glottal stop ['] following the vowel and prior to
[s].
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yéná'ii'stã'û [yé.ná.'ii's.tã'û] "he/she patched it,
he/she did patch it" (3rd person, si-perfective
mode, transitive verb)
yé- "against him/her/it" (postposition)
yi- (reduced to y-) "him/her/it" (3rd person
pronoun object prefix)
-é- "against, joining, contacting" (postposition
prefix)
ná- is, perhaps, a thematic prefix associated with
sewing, patching, tearing, or ironing cloth. Or, it
might be a prefix referring to a repetitive action
(an "iterative" action).
'i- (3i person indefinite pronoun object prefix) (?)
Note: Here is an example sentence:
Bi'étsu-í yéná'ii'stã'û. [bi.'é.tsuí yé.ná.'ii's.tã'û]
"He/she did patch his/her coat."
Yé'nee'ã'àà'.

[yé'.nee'ã.'àà']

"He/she is going to measure him/her/it."

Note: The long vowel [ee] is "creaky" during the

"He/she is measuring him/her."

last half of its pronunciation. We mark such
"creakiness" by inserting a glottal stop [']
following the vowel.

yé'nee'ã'àà' [yé'.nee'ã.'àà'] "he/she is going to
measure him/her/it, he/she is measuring him/her"
(3rd person, imperfective mode, intransitive verb)
yé- "against him/her/it" (postposition)
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yi- (reduced to y-) "him/her/it" (3rd person
pronoun object prefix)
-é- "against, joining, contacting" (postposition
prefix)
'i- (3i person indefinite pronoun object prefix) (?)
Note: Compare yé'nee'ã'àà' to né'nee'ã'àà'
[né'.nee'ã.'àà'] "he/she is going to measure you."
Yé'nééã'àà'.

[yé'.nééã.'àà']

"He/she measured him/her/it."

Note: The long, high tone vowel [éé] is not

"He/she did measure him/her/it."

"creaky" at all.
yé'nééã'àà' [yé'.nééã.'àà'] "he/she measured
him/her/it, he/she did measure him/her/it" (3rd
person, perfective mode, intransitive verb)
yé- "against him/her/it" (postposition)
yi- (reduced to y-) "him/her/it" (3rd person
pronoun object prefix)
-é- "against, joining, contacting" (postposition
prefix)
'i- (3i person indefinite pronoun object prefix) (?)

Yii'gish.

[yii'.gish]

"He/she did cut him/her/it."

Note: The long vowel [ii] is "creaky" prior to the

(or)

glottal stop ['].

"He/she/it is cut."
yii'gish [yii'.gish] "he/she cut him/her/it" (3rd
person si-perfective mode, transitive verb)
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Note: This verb refers to a cutting or slicing

(or)

motion with a knife or scissors, for example.

yii'gish [yii'.gish] "he/she/it is cut" (3rd person, si-

Some people do not use this verb to refer to

perfective, passive verb)

cutting with scissors. For that, they use the theme
-ã-t'aas.

Note: Here is an example sentence:
Bijádí yii'gish. [bi.já.dí yii'.gish]
"His/her/its arm is cut." (3rd person, si-perfective,
passive verb)

Hinyee'shgish.

[hin.yee'sh.gish]

"He/she cut it into pieces."

Note: The long vowel [ee] is "creaky" during the

"He/she did cut it into pieces."

last half of its pronunciation prior to [sh]. We
mark such "creakiness" by inserting a glottal stop

Note: This verb refers to a cutting or slicing

['] following the vowel and prior to [sh].

motion with a knife or scissors, for example.
Some people do not use this verb to refer to

hinyee'shgish [hin.yee'sh.gish] "he/she cut it into

cutting with scissors. For that, they use the theme

pieces" (3rd person, perfective mode, transitive

-ã-t'aas.

mode)
Note: Here is an example sentence:
'Ighaa'-í hinyee'shgish. ['i.ghaa.'í
hin.yee'sh.gish]
"He/she cut the cloth into pieces."

